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 Entrance  
 Flooring 
 Solutions
OBEX is a modular entrance  
matting system, designed to provide  
a protective barrier against the outside 
elements whilst still conveying a positive  
first impression.

OBEX products have been engineered  
to increase the functionality  
of a building’s entrance without  
forsaking the aesthetics.  

OBEX OBEX

Zone 1 - Outdoors: the area 

just before the building access -  

requires a product with scraping 

action to remove grit and heavy 

dust particles, including snow  

and sand.

OBEX solution

Prior and/or Tergo.

Zone 2 - Indoors: the primary 

area just inside the building 

-  requires a product with dual 

action, scraping and moisture 

retention, to defend against dirt 

and moisture. This area often 

features a recessed matwell.

OBEX solution

Tergo and/or Forma,  

Quadrus and Foris.

Zone 3 - Indoors: the secondary 

area inside the building, after 

zone 2 - requires a textile 

product for moisture retention. 

This is also applicable to other 

busy circulatiaon areas within  

the building.

OBEX solution

Quadrus and/or Foris

Designed as a three zone barrier system, OBEX traps 

dirt and moisture at the entrance, preventing it from 

entering the building. Available in colours and patterns 

selected to coordinate with Milliken carpet collections, 

OBEX is simple and easy to work with. The system 

offers entrance matting solutions that can be recessed 

or surface-mounted as well as exterior and interior 

applications.

The correct combination of OBEX products, situated 

correctly, can lengthen the appearance retention and, 

ultimately, the life of the carpet..

Zone 1 

Zone 2 

Zone 3
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OBEX PrIOr

Tile Material 
100% PVC

Tile Construction 
11C: Closed / 16: Open /  
16C: Closed

 

Total Thickness 
11C: 11mm / 16 & 16C: 16mm

Wear resistance 
11C: Pass at 22,000 cycles  
Vettermann Drum

16 & 16C: Pass at 66,000 cycles 
Vettermann Drum

 

Flammability 
BS 4790 - Low Radius of Effect 

Tile size 
Nominal 200 x 200mm 
Usable 195 x 195mm when installed 

OBEX PrIOr

Prior 11C Prior 16 Prior 16C

Prior is an ultra-durable interlocking modular system 

designed to offer tough Zone 1 protection in high-traffic 

areas. With a structure that allows for efficient drainage 

of water and incorporates resilient scrapers to remove 

heavy dirt, Prior can be installed outdoors or indoors. It 

can be used alone or with Tergo™ or Forma™, in recessed 

matwells, or surface mounted with edging finish.

Featuring a closed construction, 

Prior 11C offers the ultimate  

in easy maintenance.  

 

11mm in thickness, this  

option is ideal for installation  

in shallow matwells or for 

surface mounting directly  

on the subfloor.

Easy to Install

Prior is extremely easy to install 

and is available with a simple 

to assemble edging system  

for surface mounted installation.

Featuring an open construction 

for the most efficient drainage 

and storage of dirt and  

moisture, Prior 16 is suitable  

for situations with heavy soiling 

conditions where a regular deep 

cleaning maintenance regime  

is carried out.

16mm in thickness, Prior 16  

is suitable for installation  

in recessed matwells.

Featuring a closed construction 

to allow easy and frequent 

maintenance in situations  

with high to extreme  

traffic conditions. 

16mm in thickness, Prior 16 has 

been designed for installation in 

recessed matwells.

Prior is offered in three construction options:
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OBEX TErgO

Tile Material 
100% PVC

Yarn 
100% Econyl® regenerated solution 
dyed polyamide monofilament

Tile Construction 
11C: Closed / 16: Open & 16C: 
Closed

Total Thickness 
11C: 11mm / 16 & 16C: 16mm

Wear resistance 
Pass at 22,000 cycles Vettermann 
Drum

 

Flammability 
BS 4790 - Low Radius of Effect

Tile size 
Nominal 200 x 200mm 
Usable 195 x 195mm when installed 

OBEX TErgO

Featuring the same ultra-durable interlocking system as 

Prior, Tergo modules  include heavy duty textile inserts 

made from 100% polyamide monofilaments to provide 

a strong brushing action. Tergo provides a powerful first 

line of defence and stops dirt and dust before it enters 

the building. 

Tergo is offered in the same thickness (11mm and 

16mm) and construction (open and closed) options  

as Prior. 

Tergo 11C Tergo 16 Tergo 16C
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OBEX FOrMa

Tile Material 
100% PVC 

Yarn 
100% polyamide BCF, multi and 
monofilament dual fibres

Tile Construction 
11C: Closed / 16: Open & 16C: 
Closed

Total Thickness 
11C: 11mm / 16 & 16C: 16mm

Wear resistance 
11C: Pass at 22,000 cycles  
Vettermann Drum

16 & 16C: Pass at 66,000 cycles 
Vettermann Drum

 

Flammability 
BS 4790 - Low Radius of Effect

Tile size 
Nominal 200 x 200mm 
Usable 195 x 195mm when installed 

Image from MarchApril 2015 Edition Architect and Builder Magazine South Africa

OBEX FOrMa

Like Tergo, Forma combines interlocking scraping 

modules with a high performance textile insert.  

The textile in Forma is constructed with two types  

of polyamide 6.6 high quality fibres. This features  

multi filaments that instantly capture moisture as  

people walk on the textile and mono filaments that 

provide a tough scraping action against dirt particles 

carried in from the outside

To offer coordination with 

Milliken carpet collections, 

Forma is available with a choice  

of 8 textile insert options. 

Forma 11C Forma 16 Forma 16C

Sand 7012

Volcano 7014

Ash 7010

Ammonite 7011

Bark 7016

Fern 7018

Lagoon 7020

Twilight 7021
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OBEX Quadrus OBEX Quadrus

Lloyds of London, London UK

Designed to offer the ultimate combination  

of function and design, Quadrus entrance tiles provide 

the protection and performance expected from the 

OBEX system whilst at the same time meeting the 

styling and ergonomic expectations  

of a Milliken carpet collection.

Quadrus is supplied in a modular tile format with an 

integral cushion backing that delivers underfoot comfort, 

improved acoustics and durability. Featuring ECONYL® 

100% regenerated polyamide yarn, Quadrus has been 

designed to stop dirt and moisture at the door, while  

allowing easy removal during maintenance. 

Quadrus is offered in three contemporary designs, 

Galaxy, Comet and Star, each available in a range of 

colour options. The designs have been created to 

provide easy coordination with Milliken’s modular  

carpet collections.

Quadrus is now installed in the prestigious, grade 1 

listed, Lloyd’s of London building. The installation also 

features Milliken’s Consequence 2.0 carpet tiles.

Lloyds of London, London UK
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OBEX Quadrus / Comet

Construction 
Twisted and heat set dual fibres - 
multi and monofilaments

Yarn Type 
100% ECONYL® regenerated  
polyamide BCF 

Total Weight 
4 600 g/m2

Total Thickness 
12 mm approx

Tile size 
457.2 x 457.2 mm

standard Backing 
90% recycled open cell 
polyurethane backing

recommended Installation Method 
Monolithic / Quarter Turn

 

5 year wear guarantee 

 

Full tiles shown

For full technical specification 
and LRV data, see back section

OBEX Quadrus / Comet

10
Day Service

All colours on this 

page are included in 

the 10 Day Quick Ship 

programme – up to  

66.88 square metres 

per colour (20 boxes), 

available for despatch 

within 10 days  

of order placement.

CMT114 Venus

CMT73 Uranus

CMT123 Earth

CMT27 Jupiter

CMT169 Mars

CMT183 Neptune

CMT96 Mercury

CMT118-27 Moon
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OBEX Quadrus / Galaxy

Construction 
Twisted and heat set dual fibres - 
multi and monofilaments

Yarn Type 
100% ECONYL® regenerated  
polyamide BCF 

Total Weight 
4 600 g/m2

Total Thickness 
12 mm approx

Tile size 
457.2 x 457.2 mm

standard Backing 
90% recycled open cell 
polyurethane backing

recommended Installation Method 
Monolithic / Quarter Turn

 

5 year wear guarantee 

 

Full tiles shown

For full technical specification 
and LRV data, see back section

OBEX Quadrus / Galaxy

GXY114 Venus

GXY73 Uranus

GXY123 Earth

GXY27 Jupiter

GXY169 Mars

GXY7722 Diamond
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OBEX Quadrus / Star

Construction 
Twisted and heat set dual fibres - 
multi and monofilaments

Yarn Type 
100% ECONYL® regenerated  
polyamide BCF 

Total Weight 
4 600 g/m2

Total Thickness 
12 mm approx

Tile size 
457.2 x 457.2 mm

standard Backing 
90% recycled open cell 
polyurethane backing

recommended Installation Method 
Monolithic / Quarter Turn

 

5 year wear guarantee 

 

Full tiles shown

For full technical specification 
and LRV data, see back section

OBEX Quadrus / Star

10
Day Service

The colours indicated 
are included in the 

10 Day Quick Ship 

programme – up to  

66.88 square metres 

per colour (20 boxes), 

available for despatch 

within 10 days  

of order placement.

SAR114 Venus

SAR73 Uranus

SAR123 Earth

SAR27 Jupiter

SAR169 Mars

SAR183 Neptune

SAR96 Mercury

SAR118-27 Moon
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OBEX FOrIs / Star

Supplied in roll format, with a premium quality 

impervious vinyl backing, Foris can be installed wall  

to wall or cut to produce runners or mats. Foris features 

ECONYL® 100% regenerated polyamide sourced from 

post-industrial and post-consumer waste. It combines 

two types of high resilience polyamide fibers, mono-

filament fibres to provide a brushing action and multi-

filament fibres to provide an absorption effect.  

Yarn Composition 
100% ECONYL® polyamide 
regenerated BCF, twisted and 
heat set dual fibres - multi and 
monofilaments

Backing 
Primary backing = Polyester  
Non-woven

Secondary Backing = 100% Nitrile 
rubber (Mats) PVC (Rolls)

Total Thickness 
8mm (Mats)

10mm (Rolls)

Wear resistance 
Class 32 - suitable for high foot 
traffic

SAR7716 Mercury

SAR7711 Jupiter

SAR7713 Uranus SAR7718 Mars

SAR7712 Moon

SAR7715 Earth

OBEX FOrIs / Galaxy

GXY7713 Uranus

GXY7717 Venus

GXY7721 Amethyst

GXY7711 Jupiter

GXY7715 Earth

GXY7719 Emerald

GXY7714 Neptune

GXY7718 Mars

GXY7722 Diamond

GXY7712 Moon

GXY7716 Mercury

GXY7720 Ruby



150 years of innovation 
Design-led technology 
Respect for the environment 
Products that inspire

SAMPLE HOTLINE +44(0)1942 612 803

CUSTOMER SERVICE
T +44 (0)1942 612 777  |  carpetenquiries@milliken.com
Beech Hill Plant, Gidlow Lane, Wigan WN6 8RN, England

LONDON STUDIO
T +44 (0)20 7336 7290  
5 Berry Street, Clerkenwell, London EC1V 0AA, England

www.millikenfloors.com


